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Introduction. 
 
   The purpose of this booklet is to provide a guide to the eighteenth 
century French hurdy-gurdy and its repertoire that will be of use to those 
who would wish to play the music. Although it is not an academic thesis I 
shall, in order to give this work as much value as possible, quote and 
acknowledge primary and secondary sources; cite support from precedent; 
or, identify that which is my personal opinion. 
   I hope to discuss the elements that might qualify as a Historically 
Informed Performance (Appendix 3) for our instrument and make a case 
that will forever put beyond doubt the excellence of the hurdy-gurdy as a 
classical musical instrument.1   

                                                
1 Boüin said of the hurdy-gurdy in Article VII, page 13 of La Vielleuse habile, 1761, “ it loses nothing 
to more beautiful instruments (Violin, higher Viols), (just) as able as they are to express different 
moods, and being moreover sensitive to the same ornaments and of the same delicacy, above all when 
played by skilful masters such as Danguy, Ravet, Baton Dufour & others.” (qu’elle n’en cède en rien 
aux plus beaux Instruments, pouvant comme eux exprimer les différents  caractères, & étant d’ailleurs 
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   For most general purposes our music should be described, depending 
on the education of the listener and expedience, as Classical, Baroque or, 
perhaps, Style Galant.1 There may be some interest in explaining to 
intelligent listeners that the word Baroque was appropriated from 
architecture in the nineteenth century to simplify description of an 
otherwise highly complex, subtle and mixed musical culture2, and why 
some understanding of Galant might help with an appreciation of our 
repertoire. (See: Appendix 4)  
 
Go Forth and Play. 
 
   In my opinion, we should not be afraid to play this music for fear of 
stylistic criticism.  I can find very few incontestable absolutes.  
   Playing all the music trompetting every note like French folk music is 
inappropriate and un-musical in my opinion but anyone conversant with 
the primary sources would, I believe, find at least some encouragement for 
exactly that approach. 
   Playing the music with straight ‘coup de quatres’ and little recognition of 
notes inègales, except in ‘coup de roue’ movements, might be at variance 
with the primary sources but would be consistent with my hearing of most 
of the ‘professional’ recordings of the last three decades.  
   I do not wish to refer to any particular style of performances but only to 
suggest that authority for scathing criticism is weak, undermined in the 
first place by the primary sources and in the second by recent recorded 
tradition. After all, one might ask, why should the musical amateur have to 
achieve a higher level of performance than a presumably esteemed 
recorded artist? 
   Having said that, we should always be hungry to learn and avoid taking 
any kind of pride in ignorance. 

   Another point of interest here begins with the observation that the many 
aspects of the musical culture of the eighteenth-century were different to 
                                                                                                                                       
susceptible des mêmes agréments & de la même délicatesse , surtout quand elle est touchée par 
d’habiles Gens, tels que les Sieurs Danguy, Ravet, Baton, Dufour & autres.) 
 
1 ( In French the word style is a masculine gender noun and it’s matching adjective, galant,  must also 
be masculine. So this means it is written ‘Style Galant’, pronounced ‘Steel Gallon(g)’ in France, or 
perhaps ‘Steel Gallont’ in England.) 
 
2 George Pratt in ‘A Performer’s Guide to Music of the Baroque Period’  ABRSM points out that as the 
Baroque period is generally held to have begun around 1600 and ended only around 1759 with 
Handel’s death we are looking at a period of musical history spanning almost 160 years and that that is 
equivalently impossible to trying to encompass our recent musical history since 1850 under one 
umbrella term. As he says “ while some distinctive features unite it, the Baroque period encompasses a 
huge range of changing musical styles in composition and in performance practice, and of audiences 
for whom the music was designed.” p.3 
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that of today. Music colleges producing young musicians capable of the 
highest levels of virtuosity did not exist as they do today. There were 
probably only a few masters on a given instrument at any one time and it 
may well be that their more advanced techniques were protected as closely 
guarded trade secrets.  

   We may ask then, what was the essential character of the pieces that they 
composed for publication and what was the 'target market'? Whilst there 
were quite a few intentionally difficult pieces composed, it would seem 
that the majority of pieces are aimed at the range of moderate to gifted 
amateurs. Consequently, we may as the enthusiastic modern counterparts 
of those amateurs1 be entitled to feel a sense of ownership of the repertoire 
and feel some confidence that the composers would not have wished us to 
feel intimidated by too fastidious attention to finer points of interpretation. 
I am arguing that a modest though reasonably historically informed 
performance of the repertoire that celebrates the simple and naïve joy of 
the music should always be regarded as acceptable. This was music 
intended for our simple pleasure, enjoyable amusement for an hour  (Les 
Amusements d'une Heure, Charles Baton Op.4).2 

 
Characteristics of an Appropriate Instrument. 
 
The ‘baroque’ hurdy-gurdy’ will be a C/G instrument with unison 
chanterelles.3 Visually it ought to be either a smaller lute-back or a guitar-
back although, modern designs may be perfectly acceptable tonally. 
Primary sources debate this matter and admit differences of opinion within 
the community of the day. We are therefore free to choose. Certain writers 
suggested at the time that guitar-backs were better for intimate chamber 
music and that lute-backs were better for concerts being too loud for 
chamber use.(an interesting point.)4 Tonal considerations are: that the 

                                                
1 Albeit minus lands,servants,wealth and titles! 
2 To begin to understand the genesis of this argument more fully read: The Hurdy-Gurdy in Eighteenth 
Century France by Robert A.Green. (Indianna University Press.) and, the opening chapters of  Music in 
Galant Stye by Robert O. Gjerdingen. (Oxford University Press.) 
3 Boüin. p.14 fig.132 & 133, Corrette p.1 & p.2-3 Chapter II. 
4 Of the different types of the Vielle.  (Des différentes fortes de Vielle.)  
There are two sorts of Vielle. First are those made with the Lute body and the others with a guitar 
body. Those, which are lute bodied, are richer in sound and louder. Those on the other hand which are 
guitar bodied are not as rich and are quieter;  however they have their own particular merit in that they 
are sweeter and less brash than Lute bodied Vielles, and that for chamber music they are more 
gracious. ( blend better.) 
Il y a de vielles de deux sortes. Les unes sont faites en corps de Luth, & les autres en corps de Guitarre. 
Celles qui sont en corps de Luth ont plus d’harmonie, & rendent plus de son. Celles au contraire qui 
sont faites en corps de Guitarre ont moins d’harmonie , & rendent moins de son ; cependant elles ont 
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instrument should have a melody bias with drones not too loud and rather a 
quiet trompette; that the melody strings should be well focussed and not 
brash or ‘boomy’ in any way. Both of my current instruments have 
mahogany soundboards and this seems to help produce good tone. 
(Historical precedent?) It is a serious matter as even a small ‘innocent-
looking’ guitar-back with an inappropriately ‘folky’ soundboard can be too 
loud, unbalanced and brash to be useful for our repertoire. Loudness is a 
relevant issue and there remains, in my opinion, a lack of educated opinion 
regarding the exact factors that determine loudness. These factors perhaps 
include: sound-box size; string length/string diameter/string materials; 
bracing; soundboard thickness; and, of course, set-up. 
 
 
Primary Sources1.  
   So which are the primary sources, what do they tell us? And why do they 
choose to explain certain particular points and not others? Can anything be 
deduced from the texts, or their omissions, as implicit? 
 
I consider the most useful primary sources in chronological order to be: 
Dupuit, Principes pour toucher de la Vielle 17412;  Boüin, La Vielleuse 
habile, 1761;  and, Corrette, La Belle Vielleuse, 1783. Of these three, the 
Corrette gives only a very brief description of technical and interpretive 
matters although we shall carefully consider and not ignore the few hints 
that he does give us.  
 

                                                                                                                                       
leur merite particulier, en ce qu’elles sont plus douces & moins bruyantes que les vielles en corps de 
Luth, & que pour la chambre elles sont plus gracieuses. 
Article VII, Page 13. cont’d 

The lute-back Vielles, as I have already said, are the best, because they are louder and have a fuller 
sound (more harmonic overtones?) However, the guitar-back Vielles have their particular merit, because 
they are more sweet and less brash (noisy), and that for the chamber (music) they are better suited. 
   Les Vielles en Luth, comme je l’ai deja dit, sont les meilleures, parce qu’elles produisent plus de son & 
plus d’harmonie. Cependant les Vielles en Guitarre ont leur merite particulier, parce qu’elles sont plus 
douces & and less bruyantes, & que pour la chambre elles conviennent mieux. 
Article VII, Page 20. 
 
1 Physical or written information that was created at the time. 
 
2 This work contains a set of fiendishly difficult and arguably musically unviable sonatas the very 
existence of which raises some interesting questions. Ask: why would a composer include virtually 
impossible sonatas in a book purporting to be a method for those wishing to play the instrument? Is it 
possible that the book was intended as a teaser to get readers to seek lessons with the composer 
himself? This would then, as now, have been a perfectly understandable tactic as the composer would 
make more money from one lesson than from the sale of the book: the book then becomes a kind of 
advertisement of the skill and knowledge level of the writer rather than a genuine attempt to educate. It 
would seem that Dupuit had the market all to himself for around 20 years. 
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To these three must be added the implications contained within the 
strangely photo-negative-like Mémoire sur la Viele en d-la-ré written by 
Bâton le jeune, Maitre de Viele (i.e. Charles Bâton) in 1752. This 
document written during the heyday (?) of the instrument aggressively 
disparages the use of the trompette as unmusical. I do not believe that it 
can be used as a final authority despite its author because we have no way 
of assessing it’s the author’s motives in writing it:  i.e. did he really dislike 
the use of the trompette? Or, was he exaggerating the case in order to sell a 
new product? 
 
 
An overview of these sources may be useful at this point. 
   

i. Phrasing is barely mentioned, perhaps in Dupuit.  
ii. Dynamics are only mentioned in respect to the word ‘doux’, meaning soft, 

and indicating the absence of the trompette. According to Ballard, “… it is 
necessary to observe ordinarily when we play two Menuets, of which the 
one is major and the other minor, the first is played detaching all the notes 
with the wrist and the other which is minor is played ‘en musette’, that is 
to say gently and turning always evenly.”1  

iii. At this point in musical history I feel that one should probably conceive of 
tempi in direct relation to mood rather than specific beats per minute. 
These documents predate the common use of the metronome so there are 
no authentic beats per minute figures. I feel that tempo is only one of the 
features that determines the character of a piece, the other notable one 
being articulation. It may be that there was still a tendency to indicate 
tempo by the choice of time signature applied. Corrette, for example, on 
page 6 of La Belle Vielleuse says “We usually uses C barré (Alla breve) in 
order to play more majestically and less fast than in ‘2’ time.2 Are there 
cases where we may be able to draw similar conclusions from other key 
signatures choices? 3/4 rather than 3/8 or 3 for example.  

iv. Articulation (by which and along with the word ‘detaché is usually meant 
trompetting) is discussed at length. My reading of the basic view is that 
everything should be buzzed, except: tunes of a slow tender character; 
musettes; passages marked ‘doux’; following-notes contained within a slur 
(i.e. only the first note of a group of four slurred semiquavers should be 
trompetted); and, notes included within an ornament. The ‘good taste’ (le 
                                                
1 Pièces choisies pour la vièle à l’usage des commençants; avec des instructions pour toucher,& pour 
entretenir cet instrument ( Anon, publisher: J B Christophe Ballard, 1741 Paris) p.12, “…il faut 
observer qu’ordinairement, lorsque l’on jouë deux Menuets, don’t l’un est majeur & l’autre mineur, le 
premier qui est majeur se jouë, en détachant toutes les notes du poignet, & l’autre qui est mineur se 
jouë en musette, c’est-à-dire doucement & en tournant toûjours également.” 
2 “On se sert ordinairement du C barré, pour jouer plus Majesteusement et moins vite que dans le 2 
tems.” 
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goût) of the player is a major factor in French musical thinking.  Even 
within a musette the coup de poignet is to be used for articulation if there 
are repeated open G’s, Corrette tells us. No mention is made of articulation 
by grace notes, bagpipe style.  

v. Ornaments are discussed but not fully contextually. I mean by this that 
although, for example, this sign + is written out for us in Dupuits as a 4 
demisemiquaver trill starting on the upper auxiliary note and this seems an 
adequate explanation, the composer then applies this sign over fast 
semiquavers1 where execution would be impossible both for the instrument 
and the player. From such an example as this I believe that we can draw 
the conclusion that context must alter execution.  

vi. Tone, in the generally understood musical sense that we will discuss 
later, is not mentioned. 
 
 
 

 
History and why we might not want to repeat it. 

 
   The period of musical history that provided us with this repertoire was of 
relatively short duration, only around 53 years (1730 Boismortier: Oeuvre 
27 – 1783 Corrette: La Belle Vielleuse ). Although it is tempting to ascribe 
its cessation to the French Revolution of 1789 this is probably delusory. It 
may be closer to the truth to say that as it waxed in part from a fashion for 
the Elysian: shepherds tending their flocks; hearty peasants dancing on the 
village green; and, beautiful shepherdesses being wooed by smitten 
swains/courtiers: it similarly waned as that fashion became passé.2 We 
gather that in the fickle theme park that was the Palais de Versailles it had 
already lost its ‘cool’ factor by the time of the French Revolution.  
Although perhaps the ‘terror’ may have hammered in the last few nails to 
its coffin and may explain the emigration of the instrument and its 
technology to the countryside and to Britain (did émigrés also sail to the 
USA?) 
   The significance of this preamble is to ponder whether it may have been 
the shepherd-peasant-village image being aimed for by the aristocracy that 
guided the performance practices of the day, and that if that were the case 
would it permit us more freedom to depart from them. We have evidence 
that the over-use of the trompette was annoying to at least one major player 
and composer, Charles Baton, and we must assume that there were others 

                                                
1 Fantaisie, Sonata 1, Op.4, e.g. bars 14,15. 
2 I’d like to imagine that it was the thing for a while to have themed costume parties with appropriate 
music and even, so we are told, imported livestock. 
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who did not write their feelings down. (Remembering also that Bâton 
appears to have been almost the first to publish composed music primarily 
written for the hurdy-gurdy, his Oeuvre 1 of 1733.) Or was the over-use of 
trompette a response to the demands of normal musical detaché? 
   Well then, the important question may be: does it make sense to 
doggedly champion in every detail, for authenticity’s sake, a set of 
performance practices that may well have caused, or contributed to, the 
collapse of interest in this instrument that we love and its repertoire? I 
think not.  
   It is in this respect that musical pedantry may be at its most dangerous. 
This pedantry, as I see it, is the insistence on the application of rule to 
music usually by people who are not performers and have no need or 
desire to give pleasure to the public. Musical pragmatism, on the other 
hand, is the compromise of rule in favour of producing pleasing results 
both for the performer and the audience. I certainly do not mean in 
suggesting this to recommend sloppy, unconscious or ill-considered 
performance, but perhaps a somewhat modified and pragmatic approach to 
the idea of Historically Informed Performance. (See Appendix 3) 
 
 
Historical Context. 
 
The music in question being written 1730-1783 it is perhaps interesting to 
consider what else was going on at the time. 

i. In music and the other arts.. 1728 Gay’s Beggars Opera, 1729 St 
Matthew Passion, 1735 Rameau’s Les Indes Galantes, 1737 Stradivarius 
dies, 1741 Vivaldi dies, 1750 Rousseau Discourse on the Sciences and the 
Arts, 1750 JS Bach dies, 1751 Diderot Encyclopedie Vol 1 and in 1752 it 
is condemned by the French parliament, 1759 Handel and Scarlatti die, 
1759 Voltaire’s ‘Candide’, 1762 Rousseau’s Le Contrat Social, 1767 
Teleman dies, 1775 Beaumarchais’ new comedy The Barber of Seville a 
great success, 1775 Jane Austen is born, 1778 Voltaire dies, 1778 Mozart 
visits Paris and gives performance of Les Petits Riens, 1779 Gluck 
Iphigenie en Aulide a great success, 1782 Les Liasons Dangereuses  by 
Choderlos causes a scandal, 1784 Beaumarchais’ new comedy The 
Maggiage of Figaro highly condemned for its mockery of the aristocracy, 
the playwright is arrested but then released, 1788 Vogel the German 
composer dies in Paris, Vienna 5th December 1791 Mozart dies, 1795 Jane 
Austen has already written Lady Susan and the first version of sense and 
Sensibilty,                      (what were people playing at home, fashions, Jane 
Austen’s music,) 
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ii. In politics. (Quote from the chronicle) 1727 George II, 1733 France 
declares war on Austria, 1745 French and Indian raids on English 
settlements in New England, 1746    1759 Wolfe defeats Montcalm at 
Quebec, 1770 Dauphin Louis marries Marie Antoinette, 1770 Paisian 
parliament resigns, 1774 ‘Boston tea party’, 4 July 1776 American 
independence declared,  1776 Versailles. Turgot sacked, 1780 Louis XVI 
outlaws serfdom and torture, 1780 deepening financial crisis in France, 
1783 French financial crisis deepens, France recognises American 
independence, 1786 France struggles with looming bankruptcy, Calonne 
warns, court extravagance, he is forced to resign in 1787,  1787 food riots 
on the streets of Paris, 1787 29 November Louis XVI edict of tolerance 
granting civil status to Protestants, 1788 19July, Paris stock market 
crashes, 1789 28th April, Paris, 300 killed by troops at riot at the Reveillon 
wallpaper factory over pay cuts,  Paris, 14th July Parisian mob storm the 
Bastille, Paris 1789 5th August National assembly demolish Feudal 
priveliges and religious tithes, 1791 18th April National Guardsmen 
prevent Louis XVI and his family from leaving Paris, 21st June 1791 Louis 
XVI 2nd attempt to flee foiled at Varennes, 4th September, Paris, Louis XVI 
signs the first constitution, 20th March 1792 Paris, the use of the guillotine 
is approved,  France suffers political infighting, 1792 20th June Louis XVI 
humiliated at the Tuilleries, 4th September 1792 Paris COMMUNAL 
MADNESS blood-lust and carnage as political and then ordinary prisoners 
are butchered by the mob, 1792 20th September Battle of Valmy, Prussian 
expeditionary/rescue force repulsed,  21st September, REPUBLIC 
DECLARED ROYALY ABOLISHED, 21st January 1793 Louis XVI 
guillotined in the Place de la Revolution, 14th March 1793 COUNTER 
REVOLUTION BEGINS, THE TRUE TERROR BEGINS HERE WITH 
ANTI-Counter-revolutionary paranoia, 1796 the rise of Napoleon 
Bonaparte. 

iii. In society. Not so long ago a relative of mine was described as ‘the kind 
of man who judged you by the shine on your shoes’. It seems to me that 
the situation in the eighteenth century was similar, except in that it related 
to speech and manners. 1739 Wesleyan Methodism founded, 1744 
Madame de Pompadour  comes into favour with Louis XV, 1750 London 
and Paris populations top 500,000, 1755 oposition to Louis XV and 
Madame pompadour mounts, 1757 Damiens attempts to assisinate Louis 
XV, 1759 Enclosure beginning in England, 1763 Paris treaty with England 
ends’ 7 years war’, 1764 Madame de Pompadour dies, 1775 bread shortage 
in France, riots, 1777 Marquis de Sade arrested , condemned to death, 
escapes,  1785 Marie Antoinette and Cardinal Rohan necklace scandal, her 
standing deteriorates further, 13 July 1788 France devastated by a tornado 
(?),  
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   Another point is to do with the use of music in the aristocratic leisure 
environment. I touched on this earlier when suggesting that we should feel 
confident to play this music because it probably was written for us, or at 
least our musical forbears. I recently noted with interest the information 
that we have about the music played by the author Jane Austen as pianist. 
It is known that she played almost every day of her life and her 8 folios of 
music still exist at the museum of her life in Chawton, Hampshire. It is 
interesting that although living during the heyday of the classical period 
with all the great ‘Baroque’ composers well known and the new classicists 
Haydn and Mozart also well established that the most serious composer 
that she ever mentions is J.B.Cramer. Various arrangements of Irish airs 
were very popular and most of the composers that she collected are 
virtually unknown today. My reason for mentioning this is that although 
Jane Austen occurs well after the period of history that interests us, the 
way that her class related to the musical culture of her day may be, indeed 
will probably be, similar to the way that the aristocracy and nobility of 
eighteenth century France related to the available music of their day. That 
is to say, that if they were the precursors of Jane Austen’s musical model 
then they may have consciously chosen not to attempt to play music that 
they perceived as the preserve of the professional and that there was a well 
defined repertoire that was considered appropriate for aristocratic amateur 
performance before polite company. 
 
Il Pastor Fido 
 
The set of Sonatas called Il Pastor Fido,  opus 13 were published around 
1737 as being composed by Antonio Vivaldi. A researcher called Philippe 
Lescat discovered a Déclaration dated 1749 that showed that the actual 
composer of the work was Nicolas Chédeville the younger (le cadet).  
 
 
 
  
Avoiding monotony. 
 
   Monotony: I am going to suggest at this point that by far our greatest 
enemy, as classical hurdy-gurdy players, is monotony. That it is precisely 
this concern that causes some performers to avoid the long streams of coup 
de quatre semiquavers that might otherwise seem to be called for and it is 
against monotony that the ideas that follow are intended to take a stand. 
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   In my opinion we must do our utmost to avoid monotony, to include 
appropriate musical variety and in every possible way to maximise the 
musicality of our beloved instrument. 
 
Phrasing. 
 
   I can find no trace or mention of phrasing in the old texts. However, if 
we hope for universal acceptance from other classical musicians it is 
certain that the music must be phrased, and indeed to play it otherwise is 
almost certainly to remain ignorant of any actual meaning in the musical 
dialogue. Phrases are not marked into our music, neither in the originals 
nor, quite correctly in fact, in newer editions, if they claim to be Urtext. It 
is up to the taste (le gout – usually meaning ‘good taste’) of the musician to 
identify the musical phrases and to recognise that opinions between 
musicians may differ in certain cases.  
   The dedicated performer will spend time reading through or playing 
through the score and marking in pencil, with a mark akin to a large 
apostrophe, the places where phrase breaks occur. Do not assume 
regularity, phrases can be of unequal lengths and often begin with pickup 
notes prior to the bar line. This is quite an advanced musical skill and 
requires time and experience to become secure. Sometimes there may be 
more than one possible solution. Accept advice from experienced 
practitioners. If you are working with another musician I consider it a 
useful courtesy to be able to refer to bar numbers. If these are not already 
in your score you can mark them in at the beginning of each line and at 
other major points (e.g. double bar lines) while you go through the music 
for phrasing 
   We are fortunate in being able to appropriately mark phrase endings by 
the use of what I shall call ‘half-stops’.  It works like this: if the wheel is 
brought to an actual full-stop for say half a bar then at least a quarter to a 
half a turn is required to reacquire playing tone, BUT if the wheel merely 
dips below minimum drone sounding speed for a moment then although 
the sound cuts out the strings in fact still retain some dynamic energy and 
thus will restart almost immediately, and it is this effect that may 
reasonably be called a half-stop.  
   It is vital, however, that the wheel stop (or pause) very neatly. 
Experiment and self-recording will soon reveal that sloppy stops, by which 
I mean wheel-turn-decelerating stops, create an unpleasant tone. However, 
with some practice, taking care to not to decelerate to a stop but rather to 
pick you place, and stop neatly, suddenly, a clean stop and restart can be 
acquired. 
    It is this trick that is used to mark phrases and has been so admirably 
demonstrated in the playing of Loibner and Delfino.  
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   Taken to extremes it may be possible, again I think demonstrated by L 
and D (although not without tonal degredation), to play individual notes 
this way and thereby effect true detaché playing which is the ‘holy grail’, 
so to speak. (as opposed to faux detaché using returns to open G). This 
more advanced technique is described and advocated in the Bâton 
Memoire of 1752 as an alternative the standard coup de poignet. 
   I would say that simple phrasing should be achievable by anyone. 
However, true detaché is most certainly in coup de huit (8) territory from 
the technical point of view and is probably the preserve of virtuosi.  
 
 
 
Dynamics. 
 
   The eighteenth century French authors seemed to only really recognise 
two dynamics for the hurdy-gurdy: articulated (with trompette) and ‘doux’ 
(meaning soft by means of omitting trompette) for accuracy’s sake I will 
add that they also admit to double turns for the accenting of significant 
notes in stately music.  Dupuits discusses swelling the sound on notes. 
There is never any mention of half-turning. 
   Anyway, it seems to me that with a well set up and regulated instrument 
one can further graduate the possibilities on the hurdy-gurdy like this: 
 
ff     (fortissimo = very loud ) fully tromp. normal French folk style;  
 
f      (forte = loud ) partially tromp. ostinato rhythm or first/selected beats        

only;    
 
mf  (mezzo forte = moderately loud ) not tromp. at maximum safe turn 

speed;   
                   
mp  (mezzo piano) not tromp. at about half-turn speed; 
 
p     (piano) not tromp. at slowest possible speed for tone maintenance. 
 
>     (In any un-tromp. piece a buzz can be added to a note as an accent or 

stress.)  
 
   It is experiment of this sort that warrants the title ‘A New Approach...’ 
These ideas work perfectly well when applied to standard sectional 
terraced dynamics (Menuet 1, Menuet 2 minor key) but is difficult to 
perform if the changes occur quickly or irregularly as I think they do in 
Chaconnes and Carrilons such as those of the Corrette suites in La Belle 
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Vielleuse.. In such cases very careful forward thinking is required on-the-
fly in order to have the handle in a suitable position for the return to 
trompetting. Loud to quiet is therefore very easy, but quiet to loud can be 
much more difficult. It may be that half speed turning is of particular use in 
that it should avoid the handle being found at a quarter position. Dupuit 
discusses the need, relative to rests, to be be able to start a coup de quatre 
from any quarter. 
 
Terraced dynamics is the phrase used to describe one of the normal 
approaches to dynamics (loudness-softness) in music of this period. 
Harpsichords and organs allow the clearest and most obvious illustration as 
in both cases the performer will often have one keyboard for playing loud 
(strong) and another for playing soft. It is perhaps debateable whether 
composers of this period would have ever have thought in long gradual 
crescendos and diminuendos. Certainly on European organs (British ones 
had already the innovation of ‘swell boxes’) and harpsichords the gradual 
dynamic change does not exist. Even instruments such as the recorder have 
a very limited dynamic range. All of this is good news for the vielle player 
when trying to make the argument that our instrument can not be dismissed 
for any dynamic limitations. 
 
   Terraced dynamics applies to the entire eighteenth century repertoire in 
the following ways: 
 

i. Pieces. Pieces are often grouped in twos or threes such as Minuets and 
many others. Often the second piece will be in the minor key and it may be 
considered as implicit that there should be a reduction in dynamic. There is 
room for the good taste of the performer here. Sometimes the minor piece 
comes first. We can then either, start softly as usual or, assume a different 
sense of intended drama and play the minor section strong and the major 
section soft.1  

                                                
1 An anonymous method (known as ‘Ballard’, the publisher of the work) says, “. . . it 
is necessary to observe that ordinarily, where we play two menuets, of which one is in 
major and the other minor, the first, which is in the major, is played detaching all the 
notes with the poignet, and the other, which is in the minor, is played en musette, that 
is to say softly and always turning equally.” 
(Anon., Piéces choisies pour la vièle à l’usage des commençants; avec des 
instructions pour toucher, & pour entrentenir cet instrument (Paris: J.-B-Christophe 
Ballard, 1741), p.12, “… il faut observer qu’ordinairement, lorsque l’on jouë deux 
Menuets, dont l’un est majeur & l’autre mineur, le premier qui est majeur se jouë, en 
détachant toutes les notes du poignet, & l’autre qui est mineur se jouë en musette, 
c’est-à-dire doucement & en tournant toûjours également.”) 
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ii. Sections. The sections contained within double bar lines, often to be 
repeated, that occur in many pieces in our repertoire could/should be 
acknowledged by altered dynamics.  

iii. Bar Groups. Bar groups of balanced fours, for example, where a four bar 
phrase is then answered by an almost identical four bar phrase that 
terminates differently could/ should be acknowledged by altered dynamics.  

iv. Echo Fragments. It is often the case that the composer will exactly repeat 
a group of notes within a continuous phrase, like an echo. It is a 
convention among classical musicians that one must be on the look out for 
such passages of repetition and by the mode of your performance 
acknowledge your awareness of them. Monotony is the enemy and thus 
this kind of variation is our friend.  

v. Chaconne and Carillon. Certain forms/types of composition take 
advantage of this repetition trick. Chief among which is the Chaconne 
(Passacaglia) where the piece consists of a series of (typically) four bar 
pairs, each identical, and of gradually varying complexity and emotional 
intensity. The playing of both units of a pair identically is generally 
regarded as incorrect. Usually the first of the pair is strong (loud) and the 
second soft, although this can sometimes be the other way around. There 
are several examples in the keyboard music of Pachelbel (the very 
beautiful Chaconne in F minor) and Buxtehude. Also, listen to 
performances of music by Sweelinck, he is always playing these games. 
    The same kind of thing applies to Carillon (peals of bells) although here 
it is much more complex as the repeated phrases are of varying lengths, 
delightfully tricky to perform on the hurdy-gurdy. See Corrette 2nd Suite La 
Belle Vielleuse. 
 
The good taste and common sense of the performer is vital in this area 
because whilst I believe that everything that I have said above is correct 
sometimes the compound application of every one of these precepts could 
result in an unworkable and inelegant performance. Do not be pedantic, 
use your own commonsense and sense of good drama. Aim to use the 
above ideas as tools to create an interesting and musically effective 
performance that will keep your audiences engaged. As an afterthought it 
is worth noting that only a very few instruments truly have the dynamic 
variety of the violin family so we need not to be too hard on the hurdy-
gurdy. 
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The Style Galant Trompette 
 
   It has been noted that many people coming across the hurdy-gurdy 
perhaps for the first time tend to tell a similar story. I can still remember 
my own impressions when I first started to have opportunity to hear the 
instrument in the ‘flesh’. The first thing they are aware of is the ‘annoying’ 
rhythmic buzzing and they find difficulty focussing their attention on the 
tune. This unpleasant sensation is lost to seasoned players and listeners 
whose ears and brains automatically seek out the tune. Instruments set up 
for French dance seem to require extremely loud trompettes, a 
development intended to allow players to contribute when playing with 
bagpipes. Classical instruments, by contrast, really should have much 
quieter trompettes 
 
 
Fingering. 
 
   Fingering. I would suggest that a simple and systematic way of looking 
at this is as follows: 

• In difficult classical music or awkward passages fingerings should be 
marked on the score with a pencil in order to preserve fluency and 
consistency and then meticulously adhered to. ( Herein lies one of the 
principle distinctions between the amateur and the professional.) First 
finger is 1, little finger 4.1  

• My approach to a basic scale unit uses 321 or 123. In principle small 
shifts are faster than big ones so 21212121 should be faster than 43214321, 
except every hand shift is slower than no hand shift so 21212121 requires 
more moves than 43214321 but 43214321 requires bigger hand shifts and 
this makes it a ‘swings and roundabouts’ thing. I believe that 123 groups 
are a good and balanced compromise between shift frequency and shift 
size. 

• Use #4 for terminal notes and in preparation for big upward stretches for 
large intervals. Generally use #4 for the low A. 

• Arrange to use #1 prior to any large downward stretches. 
• Very fast ascending or descending groups of 8, especially if they repeat, 

are best achieved with 43214321. These do occur. 

                                                
1 (The finger numbering system suggested by Fromenteau and Casteuble is at odds with every other 
practitioner and completely at variance with authentic fingering from the eighteenth century. If you 
want to play from their edition of the music typex out their numbers and replace them with the correct 
ones, their 1>4,  2>3,  3>2,  4>1. This is a boring job but worth it. With the numbers thus transposed 
their fingerings are generally very good and extremely instructive.) 
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• Repeated notes are often best articulated by changing finger whether or 
not the trompette is in use. 

• There are a lot of ornaments in this repertoire. There is a hierarchy of 
finger use for ornaments, ideally 12, then 23, and worst choice 34, to be 
avoided if possible. However, it would be wise to practise the ornaments 
using all the fingers. 

• Use of thumb. I have not needed it yet. Only the composer Dupuits 
discussed its use and it may be that some of his virtuoso works require it. 
Casteuble is enthusiastic about it in Vol.2 of Music en Duo (Fuzeau). 

• Some useful tricks:  
i. Upper notes (sharps/flats) give an advantage to a position change as     

they create less of an obstacle to the lateral movement of the hand; 
ii. Instruments with well radiused (rounded) keys will allow a finger to 

slide sideways, even glissandi are possible with two or more fingers; 
iii. Exploit long notes for position changes, it often works to better 

advantage to change just after a longer note, or even change finger on 
the longer note.  

 
 
Tempi and its effects on Turning 
 
We have no metronome marks to guide us. However, in the excellent book 
of pieces entitled ‘Musiques en duo pou Vielles à Roue’ by Michèle 
Fromenteau and Guy Casteuble, 1st Collection (Fuzeau éditions 
musicales.) they quote Françoise Cotte as giving : 
 
6/8   = 112 – 160 per dotted crotchet ;  
 
Alla Breve  = 100 – 120 per minim ;  
 
2/4 and 3/4  = 120 – 152 per crotchet 
 
and these values are for complete wheel turns (!!!)  I seriously doubt the 
possibility of anyone turning the wheel musically at 162 rotations per 
minute, it seems far too fast. Caution is required in following these 
recommendations, as I believe that performing musicians generally ignore 
them. Whilst it is claimed to be true that authentic period tempi are faster 
than we might expect, I think that it can be left to the good taste of the 
player and what feels right to them on their particular instrument.  
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Extreme turn speeds are likely to cause strings to run out of tune unless the 
wheel contact is extremely light, and if it were then there would then be 
huge problems getting the notes to sound after rests. 
 
I do not believe that recording artists have used these ill-advised tempi and 
I intend to build up a database of tempi language and time signatures 
against actual tempi as employed by recording musicians in order to prove 
it.   
 
   It may also be generally true to say that at this time, 2009, there is a 
joyous band of ‘young Turks’ insisting on playing large quantities of 
otherwise well known general classical repertoire at break-neck speeds and 
in some kind of an attempt at ‘trendy’ clothes. There wonderful virtuosity 
certainly allows it. Vivaldi’s Four Seasons has been completely butchered 
and the majestic and beautiful Jesu Joy of Man’s Desiring turned into an 
appalling jig. My feelings are clear but it may be that the wrong-headed 
motivation for these misjudgements may be founded in an ambition to win 
over younger audiences who have been raised on rock and dance-music. 
These initiatives may be aimed at combating the ‘greying’ of the classical 
audience base. It is indeed a concern, although perhaps not to our little 
corner of the music world. I strongly feel that we need not and should not 
follow their lead. 
 
The following empirical data may be useful: 
 
Coup de quatre : practical speeds for one full turn. 
 
Slowest:   40 b.p.m. 

Average:  84 b.p.m. 
Fastest  : 120 b.p.m.  and strings may need to be retuned mid performance 
for that speed. 

 
Most of us work these matters out by feel, but the consequences of the 
above figures are: 
 

• If you wanted to articulate semi-quavers much slower than at 50 
b.p.m. you could use coup de deux at a fast 100 b.p.m.   

• If you wanted to perform semi-quavers at above 120 b.p.m. you 
could abandon the attempt to articulate the individual semi-quavers 
and start to use coup de quatre at 60+ b.p.m. to articulate the quavers 
only. It is in my opinion technically advisable to practise coups at 
both fast and slow turn speeds with a metronome.  
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• If you do not force yourself to do this you will inevitably play 
everything at a tempo that is ‘in your comfort zone’.  

• Also worth noting regarding these complicated questions is that 
higher turning rates will be louder and possibly require retuning1, 
whereas slow turn rates will be inherently quieter and even look a lot 
less dramatic, and this issue of how it looks is a serious 
consideration especially in live performance.  
 

The tendency to use semiquaver passages to show off one’s coup de quatre 
is surely unsupportable. It is becoming clear that really fast semiquavers 
were probably played on the half-turn, marking only the first of each group 
of  four. Evidence for this is the slur markings over the final semiquavers 
of La Furstemburg in La Belle Vielleuse of Michel Corrette, page 44: other 
evidence exits; and it was probably assumed by Musette composers that 
vielle transfers would employ it. This approach liberates us from many 
otherwise limiting and un-musical technical restrictions. 
 
The consequence of ignoring this solution is that certain tempi are 
awkward on the hurdy-gurdy being almost too fast for one turning and too 
slow for the other. One other solution that can help is the artful use of 
long-buzzes (although these are never described in the primary sources and 
are thus historically inappropriate). That is to say, a long buzz over a group 
of semi-quavers can be quite as exciting, musical and a lot more elegant 
and tasteful than a frantic attempt to articulate each individual note. The 
other solution, more commonly encountered I fear, is to adapt the tempo to 
the convenience of the instrument, slowing down fast semi-quavers and 
speeding up slow ones. It seems that everyone does this, but it is dangerous 
as it moves us towards the horror of an average speed for everything and 
this would again result in making our playing and the repertoire 
monotonous.  
 
Time Signatures 
 
The significance of time signatures to the hurdy-gurdy player is that of 
scanning the piece to identify the shortest value of note requiring 
articulation by the trompette. This will determine the turning we choose. 
That is to say: a piece in 2/4 or 4/4 containing only quavers may likely be 
played faster than a piece in 2/4 or 4/4 containing semi-quavers. Much 
more fundamental: a piece in 3/8 or 6/8 containing only quavers (and 
                                                
1 If an argument were to come back that this is only true if the string pressure on the wheel is too great 
then I would disagree. If the string pressure were so light as to allow very high speed turning without 
effecting tuning then it would also in my opinion destroy any possibility of phrasing and re-entry after 
rests.  
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perhaps semi-quaver skips, i.e. dotted quaver, semi-quaver, quaver) may be 
played briskly with a coup de trois, whereas if it contains running semi-
quavers it will likely need to be interpreted somewhat slower using a brisk 
1 ½ turns for each group of 3 in order to employ a coup de quatre for the 
running semi-quavers.  
 
3/4 and slow 3/8 time signatures throw up a special challenge. There are 
two points: first, the three beats are covered by one and a half turns of the 
wheel, with half a turn per musical beat and this means that strong beats 
alternate between being on the down-stroke and on the up-stroke every 
other bar. Second, there is a baroque convention of desiring to be on the 
down-stroke for the final bar of every section in order to stress the cadence. 
This usually means, if there is an even number of bars per section, that one 
will begin each section on an up-stroke. All of this presupposes strictly 
rhythmic turning and possibly trompetting. If one is playing a minor 
minuet ‘coup de roue’ then it doesn’t matter as much except that cadences 
still feel better with a down stroke and if the trompette is to be re-
introduced at the return to minuet 1 then one must plan to have the handle 
in position at the bottom to begin. 

 
Notes Inégale. 
 
Inégale is the French word that describes a rhythmic lilt occurring on notes 
otherwise written as equal and is akin to but not as universally pervasive as 
the swing that occurs in jazz. For example two quavers would be replaced, 
so to speak, with a quaver semiquaver.  In gentle tunes and musettes where 
the trompette is absent there are no problems with inégale other than those 
of taste. But where the trompette is in action it would, in principle, require 
the liberal use of coup de quatre irrégulier and this is both difficult to 
elegantly achieve and unpleasant to listen to. Very few recordings attempt 
it as will be made clear from a perusal of the analysis that follows 
 
Articulation. 
 
I would like to define this word as: matters pertaining to the clear sounding 
of notes in order that the listener receives from the player the composer’s 
intended melody line.1 This heading covers the following: 
 

i. Repeated notes by Trompette. Repeated notes are a problem on all drone 
instruments. The traditional solution on our instrument is by use of the 
trompette, even in pieces like musettes where the trompette has otherwise 
                                                
1 However, traditionally it almost always meant trompetting. 
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been silent. There may be no problem relying on the trompette alone to 
detach repeated notes in a passage where the trompette is already in full 
use, especially on open G’s, but I do not believe that any of the recorded 
musicians follow the practice of using it during otherwise coup de roue 
pieces like musettes. It has the effect of creating an unmusical, ill-placed 
forced accent. I have tried to make it work several times but it just sounds 
horrible. This impossibility may force the question of whether our 
trompettes are generally set too loud for this repertoire when compared 
with original performance practice. 

ii. Repeated notes by finger changing. The better alternative seems to be the 
use of fast, inaudible, gracing to open G by means of changing finger 
whilst on the same note. This is perfectly effective and is the preferred 
solution. The changes need to be executed with good ‘finger force’. (see 
Tone) 

iii. Repeated open G’s in musettes and coup de roue pieces. These can be 
handled best by sharp but light taps on the low A, or sometimes Ab sounds 
better. The tap has to anticipate the actual note slightly in order for the G to 
sound like the master note. In classical musical terms it is an ‘acciaccatura’ 
a crushed-note. Robert Mandel attempts it in the 1st Pastorale of the 1st 
Suite in La Belle Vielleuse.  

iv. Trompette articulation versus wheel detaché. 
v. Slurs. There are five possible uses for the curved lines that we call slurs 

and they have particular technical meanings when applied to hurdy-gurdy 
repertoire. These uses are: a) To indicate that of a group of notes only the 
first note requires to be marked by the coup de poignet, b) to indicate in a 
piece where the coup de poignet may be absent that the notes are to be 
played égale, c) to show that small notes following an ornament are to be 
treated as terminal notes, d) to indicate that small notes preceding full-size 
notes are to be treated ornamentally as coulé notes (see ornaments), e) it is 
presumably possible that slurs between pairs of notes might in some 
contexts be executed in the traditional classical way with a strong accent 
on the first note and a connected but weak second note. Regarding 
trompette slurs and égale slurs there can exist ambiguity sometimes as to 
which of the applications may apply in a particular case. Opinions may 
differ and there probably can be no hard rules. 

vi. Hemiolas. This word describes a pair or group of duplet rhythms that 
occur within a piece that is otherwise in three-time. It occurs most often in 
minuets. Experiment will likely reveal that heavily accenting these 
rhythmic devices is musically unsatisfactory and lacks grace. The 
recommendation seems to be that one should be aware of them in 
performance and feel them when one plays them but with only the lightest 
of accents, if any. In performance consciousness of a thing is believed to 
be audible and enhance the music even if no particular fuss is made of it. 
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This is the real beauty of ‘the musical instrument’: that it expresses all the 
subtleties of the mind, intended and unintended. 
 
Tone. 
 
‘Finger Force.’ Consideration needs to be given to the way that we actually 
press and release the keys. I have discovered, as many have before me I am 
sure, that a discipline of crisp attack and release of the keys yields a 
markedly better chanterelle tone. The obvious physical explanation to this 
would seem to be that slow attack absorbs and squanders chanterelle string 
energy during the contact process that then in the milliseconds after full 
contact is achieved has to be regained. The result is unpleasantly weak 
tone. Whilst this is relatively un-noticeable in a French folk music session 
it is a very serious issue when using slow turn rates for dynamics in 
Classical music. In this case I find that it requires considerable control to 
maintain good left hand technique that is independent of the right hand. 
 
Rough Rosin. Try to hear the state of the surface of the wheel. My thinking 
here is that you may well need to polish your wheel a little after adding 
rosin in order to avoid the sound being too rough. It happens naturally I 
think after a few hours of playing but that doesn’t help just before a 
concert.  
 
Ornamentation. 
 
   For hurdy-gurdy players, the debate about ornamentation regards 
whether or not we should attempt to perform all eighteenth century 
ornaments in the exactly the same way as they would have been performed 
on other instruments such as oboe or violin: that is to say, instruments the 
notes of which speak easily and instantaneously allowing extreme rapidity 
for alternations and precise control over articulation. Some musicologists 
insist that the answer must be yes, but this author has his doubts. I feel that 
as an analysis of recorded performances gives us no examples of such 
virtuosic legerdemain then there can be no reason why musicians who for 
the most part are amateurs should be barred from performance of the music 
due to a failure of being able to surpass them. Is this a: ‘What’s good for 
the Goose is good for the Gander’1 situation?   
    As a piano teacher I have noted with interest the Associated Board of the 
Royal Schools of Music’s policy with regards to ornaments. Whilst higher 

                                                
1 American and Australian. In England: ‘What’s sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander.’ same 
meaning. I looked it up.  
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grades do require greater and greater degrees of facility the important point 
that I would like to note here is that even the simplified ornaments in the 
earlier grades are always contextually appropriate to the music. We should 
bear this in mind. 
   Another point is that ornaments need to reflect the mood of the piece in 
which they are performed. Thus there is a kind of continuum that looks a 
bit like this: 
 
Slow Music: Very full, slower and carefully controlled ornaments. 
 
moving gradually towards…. 
 
Moderately paced Music: ‘Standard’ ornaments, more or less text book..  
 
moving gradually towards … 
 
Fast Music: Simplified ornaments containing fewer notes. 
 
   Modern digital instruments and computers have allowed me to 
experiment with ornaments that are effectively beyond my own and most 
peoples’ capabilities. The results of this experimentation shows that a trill 
such the hemi-demi-semiquaver trill (64th notes) advocated by Casteuble1 
for a Légèrement Polonaise by DeLavigne (p.20) a piece which the text 
elsewhere insists must be at at least crotchet (quarter note)=120 would, if 
even possible, sound more like a bumble bee than elegant courtly music.  I 
believe that sometimes drastic simplification is desirable in order for the 
musical moment to retain the elegance, courtliness and indeed nonchalance 
(sense of ease) so essential to this music and the manners of the period.  
   And again, perhaps there are three choices: slow down the music to fit in 
the ‘correct’ ornament; simplify the ornament to suit music being 
performed at the correct tempo; or abandon the piece all together and leave 
it to collect dust. 
   Ornaments are a bit like family trees and there are basically two of them: 
the trill and the passing note.  Of the trill family there are several types 
depending on position, function and relationship. And, of the passing note 
there are three: port de voix, coulés and appoggiaturas. In all cases the 
execution of ornaments may be affected by tempo. In some cases the exact 
same ornament is called by different names. 
  
Interpretation. 
                                                
1 Musiques en duo pour Vielles à Roue, 2e recueil,  and Musiques en duo pour Vielles à Roue, 1e 
recueil, p.12 
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Almost everything that might reasonably be included under this heading is 
already discussed in detail elsewhere, but for this: the ‘French-ness’ of the 
music. I strongly feel that one should spare no effort to understand the 
titles that are given to the pieces. A piece called ‘The Grasshopper’ will 
therefore need a slightly exaggerated sense of rhythm, whilst a piece called 
‘The Aegean Sea’ will be played in a calm rolling, gently wave-like 
manner. So, what does the title of a piece tell us? Also, if the piece is a 
dance, what can we find out regarding the tempo and nature of that dance. 
Finally, I feel that to develop some understanding of the grace, courtliness 
and manners of the age through reading, art and other music would be a 
wise investment. 
 
Concerning harpsichord accompaniment and the 
realisation of figured bass.  
 
I do not propose to provide here an explanation of how to write out figured 
basses, as the matter is more properly the subject of separate treatise. The 
aspect of the matter that is of interest is that in realising figured basses for 
music that I myself wanted to play I became aware of a number of factors 
particular to the hurdy-gurdy.  
   Firstly, the standard figured bass consists of playing the bass line with 
the left hand, possibly accompanied by cello, bassoon or viola da gamba, 
and playing three note chords positioned low on the keyboard around 
middle C in order to avoid clashes with the solo instrument. This is 
absolutely fine as far as it goes. However, both of the appropriate 
accompanying instruments, harpsichords and organs, have only limited 
dynamic variation and this means that volume depends on numbers of 
notes sounded simultaneously. That is to say, a four-note chord is twice as 
loud as a two-note chord. The ear may perhaps deceive us in this regard as 
the human brain tends to distort reality particularly with regards to higher 
frequencies. I believe that it is true that we have a sensitivity bias towards 
higher frequencies, animal alarm calls, threats, babies crying etc. 
   Now whilst bearing this in mind we must consider also that there is a 
great deal of repetition in our repertoire that for any other instrument 
would immediately be assumed to be indicating terraced dynamics, call 
and echo. I am suggesting that the notes selected for the right hand should 
reflect these implied dynamics and thus enhance any dynamic contrasts 
attempted by the hurdy-gurdy. To help us achieve this we can take into 
account and omit: notes played by the solo instrument; notes in the bass 
line; and if necessary notes that are aurally assumed such as fifths or 
tonics. 
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   At the other extreme, towards loudness, one can double the melody line 
when fortissimo is required and the hurdy-gurdy’s tone is being weakened 
by full trompetting. I would recommend this being arranged an octave 
below the hurdy-gurdy. 
 
 
A Few ‘Simple’ Maxims. 
 

i. Instruments must be maintained perfectly in tune and melodically intoned 
and checked with particular care prior to any performance. 

ii. Understand and give thought to the importance of the drone as the 
foundation of the series of harmonics that gives our instrument its special 
quality and charm. Always be checking that it is beautiful. 

iii. Listen to other musicians on hurdy-gurdy and also various other 
instruments playing music from the same period and take careful note of 
their interpretive choices. Conscientiously develop these listening skills.  

iv. Buy the sheet music (or obtain it from libraries) and listen to it with a soft 
pencil in hand noting and notating the details and choices that you 
observe. How they handle ornaments, inégale/égale, phrasing and 
articulation for example. Be intelligent. 

v. Listen to, or even record, yourself and analyse your own sound and 
performance in the same way.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 1 : Turning the wheel. 
 
   It is not my plan to provide a method but there does seem to be a need 
for some clarification regarding the turning of the wheel, specifically, the 
starting position for the beginning of the down-stroke. Differences, it 
seems, exist between different schools. I belong to the first/primary/down-
stroke at one o’clock school. As a person who spent a lot of time on a 
bicycle at one point it seemed mechanically obvious that this was the way 
to do it. It was also the way that the highly skilled player who was maker 
of my first hurdy-gurdy showed me. I think that this is a difficult thing to 
represent in a diagram because of the angle at which the hurdy-gurdy needs 
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to be held. In my opinion variations in this angle tend to reposition the 
exact starting point of the down-stroke. 
 
   Anyway, let us look at the historic authority of primary source 
documents: 
 
 
   First we have Dupuits from 1741: 
 
 

                  
 
 
In this diagram, the first of six, Dupuits clearly shows that the starting 
position of the handle, the manivelle, is further around the circumference 
than the starting position of the wheel, the roué, where it touches the 
strings.  
 
Then we have Boüin from 1761:  
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In this diagram, the second of ten, it is a more simple drawing and may 
allow more scope for misinterpretation, although he adds the words 
beginning (depart) and end (fin). We know that he copied a great deal from 
Dupuits’ earlier work so it may be that we can assume him to be clarifying 
a known ambiguity. However, my belief, after having done a full 
translation of his text is that with the hundreds of times in the text that 
precedes these diagrams in which he uses the terms ‘en baissant’ meaning 
‘on the down turn (or stroke)’  and ‘ en levant’ on the up turn (or stroke) he 
may have felt safe from misunderstanding. i.e. the French does NOT say 
push-stroke and pull-stroke. 
 
 
Next we have Corrette of 1783: 
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These diagrams are even simpler and make the same assumptions 
regarding the reader’s understanding that Boüin appears to have done. He 
was perhaps telling us something about flexibility by the absence of 
starting points in diagrams A and B. I think diagrams C and D are telling 
us only what the wheel divisions are and not what the starting point is, 
given that the first two diagrams omit this information. 
 
In principle that is all there is to say. However, although copyright 
prohibits the reproduction of certain images I can add the following.  
   The in so many ways justly famous Muskett Method that I possess in the 
now old second edition of 1982 shows turning diagrams similar in design 
to those in Boüin and Corrette. While I was learning to play from this book 
it always seemed obvious that the diagrams were to be interpreted as 
starting at something like the one o’clock position but I have since learned 
that this was not the intended meaning and that subsequent editions 
clarified a technique that I believe in error. 
  
   The Loibner and Delfino method (Drehleier spielen  1997-2006) shows a 
coup de quatre like this: 
 

                                     
 
 
Fairly unambiguous I would have thought. 
 
And Pál Havasréti & Bela Szerényi’s book Magyar tekeröiskola I.  like 
this: 
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I don’t know what it means yet. I think the big black dots are the notes, 
therefore the solid cross hairs are the four quarters of the handle turn. If 
correct then again we are around the one o’clock position. 
 
 

Appendix 2: An analysis of recorded 
performances. 

 
The premise behind this list is that musicians with the authority, support 
and resources to have made commercial recordings have ipso facto created 
precedents that it is at the very least reasonable to include in our 
consideration of performance details. 
 
Therefore, the point of this exercise was to answer two questions. 
 

i. To what degree performers, perhaps particularly French performers, had 
adhered to the known guidelines regarding inégale and the eighteenth 
century approach to trompette.  

ii. What the actual recorded performances might tell us regarding the 
reasonable expectations we might make of our own performances. 
 
   From my listening I would say that the answer to the first question 
appears to be: Trompette inégale was almost ignored until Loibner and 
Delfino in 2002. In the earlier recordings the trompette was used in a way 
similar to the French folk style and only more recently have attempts been 
made to adapt that. Trompette and inégale never seem to have occurred 
together until 2002 and even then it is never used continuously, only for 
three note groups, sometimes swapped between two instruments to create 
an impression of a group of five. 
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   The answer to the second question is more complex. Largely I hope that 
it is contained within the body of this essay. However, I think that the 
listener will find that the general performance practice seems to have been 
to ignore inégale except for use in slower coup de roué pieces and 
musettes. Flagel, Fromenteau, Bois-Poteur and Mandel tend to trompette in 
something approaching the French folk style (i.e. for every melody note 
not following under a slur) whilst Eaton, Green and Loibner/Delfino have 
a more complex and musically sensitive approach. 
 
   I hope that these observations of reality can reduce the fear and 
trepidation with which some people approach this repertoire.  

 
Key to abbreviations: 
 
C1 … means coup de un. 
C2 … means coup de deux. 
C3 … means coup de trios.  
C4 … means coup de quatre and coup de deux.  
O   … means coup de roué, no trompette.  
3C2 .. is 3 time employing coup de deux. 
3C4 .. is 3 time employing coup de quatre and coup de deux.  
E   … is égale,  
I    … is inégale.  
XB  … is without bourdons/drones.  
Z     … played by some other instrument. 

 
 
Claude Flagel: La Belle Vielleuse   1979   
(French Folk Style Approach with some Coup de Roue and inégale.) 
 
Suite 2:Fanfare 1       C3  E 
Suite 2:Fanfare 2       C3  E 
Suite 2:Menuet       C4  E 
Suite 2:Allemande       C4  E 
Suite 2:Carillon       C4  E
  
Suite 2:Allemande       C4  E 
Mussette de Clerembault & Tambourin   O,C4  I,E 
La Furstemburg       C4,O  E 
Suite 1:Pastorale 1       O  E 
Suite 1:Pastorale 2       O  E 
Suite 1:Badine       C4  E 
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Suite 1:Menuet 1,2,3      3C4  E 
Suite 1:Chaconne       C3,4,3       E,i,E 
Suite de Vaudevilles      C4  E 
Que vous dirai-je maman      C3?,C4 E 
Musette & Tambourin      O,C4  E 
Suite de Contredanses      C4,C3,O  E,E,I 
Arriettes avec la basse      C4,O,C6 E 
Musette d’Ajax & allemande     O,C4  I,E 
Suite de Cotillons       C4  E 
 
Michele Fromenteau: Vielle à Roue Vol.1   1979 
(The first two tracks may correctly be said to omit trompette probably 
because it had not been invented when the music was written.) 
 
Anonyme 13c: Danse Royale     O  E 
Arbeau: Allemande & gavotte     O  E 
Anonyme 18c: Suite de contredanses    C4  E 
Hott. : Noce Champetre: Marche & Contredanse  O,C4  E,E 
Ched. EP: Laissez paître vos bêtes    3C4  E 
Ched. N: Le printemps (Italian Style.)   C4  E
   
Buterne: Suite Pastorale      O,C4,C3   I,E,E 
Ched. N: Il pastor fido #1 (Italian Style.)  O,C4,O,C4,C3  ,E,I,E,E
  
Corrette M: La servante au bon tabac    C4  E 
Corrette M: Les recreations du berger fortune  C4  E 
Doche: Air de Fanchon la vielleuse    C4  E 
Mozart: Menuet #2 K602  (German)    3C4  E
  
 
Michele Fromenteau: Vielle à Roue Vol.2   1980 
 
Lavigne: Son.La Simianne  (slow mov. X bourd.)  C4,O  E 
Naudot: Trio #1 en Ut Majeur     C4,O  E 
Ched. EP: Sonatille galante #3(slow mov. X bourd.) O,C4,C3 E 
Boism.: Sonata #1. Op 27(slow mov. X bourd.)      C4, 3C4,O,C3 E 
Anonymé: Sonata#3 (slow mov.s X bourd.)              O,C4,O,3C4  E 
Chéd. N: Il pastor fido #2 (Italian Style)         Z,3C4,Z,C4 E
  
Chéd. N: L’hiver d’après les 4 (Italian Style)           C4,XB,C4   E 
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Françoise Bois-Poteur: La Vielle A Roue Baroque  1987 
 
Chéd. N: Bellone:Les plaisir de Mars     C4 E 
Chéd. N: Bellone:Les Henry IV (Rond.1 et 2, gracieusement) 3C4 E 
Chéd. N: Bellone:Les Dogelsheim (légèrement)   C2 E 
Chéd. N: Bellone:Les Weynolsheim ( gracieusement sans lenteur)O E 
Chéd. N: Bellone:Les Houzarts (légèrement)    C4 E 
Chéd. N: Mars:Les Plaisirs de Bellone (modérément )  C4 E 
Chéd. N: Mars:La Ilversheim (musette gracieusement)  O E 
Chéd. N: Mars:La Niderulm (1e.fanfare gayement)   C3 E 
Chéd. N: Mars:La Oberulm (2.e fanfare gayement)   C3 E 
Chéd. N: Mars:La Bermesheim (sarabande)    O E 
Chéd. N: Mars:La Benheim (rondeau, légèrement)   C1 E 
Chéd. N: Mars:La Oggersheim       C3 E 
Chéd. N: Militaire:Le Retour du Rhin (modérément )  O I 
Chéd. N: Militaire:Les Turckaim (rondeaux, gracieusement 3C4 E 
Chéd. N: Militaire:Le Saint-Vandel (rondeau, un peu gay) 3C4 E 
Chéd. N: Militaire:Le Saint-Lambert (gigue, gayement)  C3 E 
Chéd. N: Palatin: Le Retours de Mars (prelude)   C1 E 
Chéd. N: Palatin: Le Cerf (vivement)    C4 E 
Chéd. N: Palatin: Menuets 1 et 2     3C2 E 
Chéd. N: Palatin: La Mozelle (musette, tendrement)  O E 
Chéd. N: Palatin: La Quille (légèrement)    C4 E 
Chéd. N: Palatin: La Clausen (vivement)    C4  E 
Chéd. N: Palatin: L’Amnistie (gigue, légèrement )  C3 E 
Anonymé Les Missions: 1e Suite en ré    - - 
Anonymé Les Missions: 2e Suite en do    - - 
Baton Ch: 1e Suite, Oeuvre 1 (with musette de cour) 
 Gracieusement       C4 E 
 Gayement. (Unfortunately not played by M.Bois-Potteur.) 
 Menuets 1 et 2       3C4 E
 Riguadons 1 et 2       C4 E
 La Favorite  (gracieusement)     O E 
 L’Inconstant   ( rondeau, légèrement )    C4 E 
 
 
The Music of the Hurdy-Gurdy: Nigel Eaton 1988 
 
Ched.N: Il Pastor Fido #1 
Moderato        C4  E 
Allegro tempo di Gavotta      C4  E 
Aria, Affetuoso       XB  E 
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Allegro        C4,O  E 
Giga         C3  E 
 
Baton: Sonate #3, Op.3 
Gayement        XB  E 
Gigue         XB  E 
Gracieusement       XB  E 
Moderement et Marque         ( Unfortunately not played by Mr Eaton.) 
 
 
 
 
Dr Robert Green: French Music for Hurdy-Gurdy  1993 
(Differences:  I would use a lot less coup.  I would use them to shape phrases and point up 
rhythmic patterns.  I would think more in terms of how they related to affect) 
 
Couperin F: Anonymous arrangements: 
  Le Carillon de cythère    O  E 
  Le Vendengeuses     C2  E 
Corrette M: Concerto comique XI 
  Allegro      C3i  E 
  Adagio      O  E 
  Allegro      C3  E 
Aubert J: 4e Concert 
  L’Inconstante (légèrement sans vitesse) O  E 
  Les Vivants de Loche    O-C2  E 
  La Paresseuse (lentement)   O  E 
  L’Egrillard (gai)     C2  E 
Boismortier J: 5 Loisir 
  Modérément      C2  E 
  Rondeau ( gaiment)    C3  E 
  Gavotte      C2  E 
  Menuet      C2  E 
Dupuits J-B: 
  La Guerrière      C3-4  E 
Toulou A: Sonata #2 in G 
  Modérément      C1  E 
  Gigue       C3  E 
  Doux       O  E 
  Menuet      C1-2  E 
Lavigne P: Sonata in C Op2 #2 
  Gracieusement     O  E 
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  Légèrement      C4  E 
  Gavotte (gracieusement)    O   E 
  Gigue       C3  E 
Boismortier J: Gentilesse Op 100, #1 
  Gayement      C3  E 
  Gracieusement     O  I 
  Mouvement de Tambourin   C4  E 
 
Dr Robert Green: The Baroque Hurdy-Gurdy   1999-2001 
   
Naudot J-C: Fête rustique #6 in G 
  Gaiment      3 in C4 E 
  Gracieusement     O  I 
  Gaiment      3 in C4 E 
Dupuits J-B: Pièces de caractère 
  L’Obligeant      O  E 
Dupuits J-B: from IIe Suite d’amusement en duo 
  Les petits coups     C4  E 
  Menuit cors de chasse    3 in C4 E 
  Brunete      O  E 
  Fanfare      C3  E 
  Contredanse      C4  E 
  Gavotte provençalle    C4  E 
Dupuits J-B: Pièces de caractère 
  La badine      C2  E 
  Le badin      C4  E 
Michon: Première suite en divertissement 
  Ouverture      C4  Ii - 
E 
  Musette en rondeau    O  E
   
  Riguadon 1 et 2     C2-4  E 
  Marche      C4  E 
  Gigue 1 et 2      C3  E 
  Menuet 1 et 2     C4  E 
Bordet T: popular melodies 
  Dans nos hameau     O  E
  
  Musette des Amours champetres  O   E 
  Carrillon de Dunkerque    C2  E 
Blavet M: 

Musette de Rameau    O  I  
Corrette M: Melodies 
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  Dame française     C3  E 
  Musette en rondeau    O  E 
  Cotillon      C4  E 
Michon: 
  Lustucru      C4  E 
  Le loup garoux     C3  I 
  Le Carrillon de Dunkerque   C4  E 
  La Mississippi     C3  E 
  La nouvelle anonymé    C3  E 
  La Bourbonaise     C4  E 
 
 
La Belle Vielleuse    Robert Mandel & Jean-Christophe 
Maillaird   2002 
 
Corrette M: Suite #1      
  Pastorale #1 (affectuoso  )    O  E 
  Pastorale #2      O  E 
  Badine  (allegro  )     O  E 
  Menuet 1, 2, et 3     O  E 
  Fanfare 1 et 2     C3  E 
 
Corrette: Que vous diraige maman. 
  Theme      O  E 
  Var. 1       O  E 
  Var. 2       O  E 
  Var. 3       O  E 
  Var. 4       C4  E 
  Var. 5       C4  E 
 
 
 
 
Matthias Loibner & Ricardo Delfino:  
Les Maîtres de la Vielle Baroque  2002 
 
Dugué P: IVe Sonate en Trio, Oeuvre IV 
  Modérément      C4 + O E 
  Gracieusement     O  I 
  Legèrement      C4 + O E 
Buterne Ch: 
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  Gratioso      CF  I 
  Allegro  La Bully     C4 +  O E 
  Minuetto      O   I 
Dupuits J-B: 1e Sonata, Oeuvre 6 
  Largo       O  I 
  1e Gavotte      C4  E 
  2e Gavotte      C4  E 
  Fantasie   (vivement)    C4F  E 
  Ariette  (gracieusement)    O  IE 
  Tambourin      C4  E 
  Menuet 1,2,et 3     O-C4  E-I 
Naudot J-C: Sonata en trio IV, Oeuvre XIV 
  Modérément      O  I 
  Paysanne      C4 O  E 
  Legèrement   La Justine    C4  E 
  Air en Rondeau (gracieusement)  O  I 
  Menuet      O  I 
Ravet: 1e Sonata  La Champetre, Oeuvre II 
  Tendrement  No drone.   O  I 
  Modérément  Tromp.only   C4  E 
   Menuet  Tromp.only   CF  E
    Tambourin  Tromp.only   C4
  E 
Marchand J-N: #3 Suite d’Airs en Duo, Oeuvre I 
  1e Allegretto moderatissimo. Gratioso  O  sI 
  2e Allegretto  (swapping)    C4f  I 
  1e et 2e Menuetto     C4  E 
  1e Gigue et 2e Gigue (dolce)   C3  E 
Dugué Ph: 1e Sonata en Trio, Oeuvre IV 
  Modérément      C4  E 
  Gracieusement     O  E 
  Legèrement      C4  E 
Baton Ch: Sonata VI, Oeuvre III 
  Gayement      C4  E 
  Gracieusement     O  I 
  Gayement      C4  E 
  Chaconne      O-C4  IE 
 
 
Appendix 3: Historically Informed Performance  
 
This is an idea, coined by Andrew Porter, that originally stated that music 
sounds at its best when performed on the historically accurate instruments 
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for which it was written and according to the performance norms of the 
day, and that modern symphonic instruments, for example, were ideal only 
for music composed after the middle of the nineteenth century. This is not 
what I had thought it meant but apparently it come to act as a remedy 
against the worst effects of a certain kind of musical pedantry that would 
‘frown on any performance of Baroque music on the piano; remove not 
just Bach and Handel, but even Haydn and Mozart, from the programmes 
of symphony orchestras.’ (Anthony Burton intro.)    My reaction as a pianist playing 
Bach’s music written for the harpsichord or clavichord would be: 
awareness of the need for a light detaché; (possibly) thinning out of bottom 
heavy chords; and, both an understanding of intended ornamentation and 
an awareness of the possible need for its modification to suit the heavier 
more percussive sound of the piano.  
 

The Source.  

In 1981, the eminent music critic Andrew Porter eloquently described the 
movement’s rationale and rewards. “Let me start with an assertion,” said 
Porter, “that has underlain much of what I’ve written in The New Yorker 
during the past eight years: ‘Music sounds best the way its composer wrote 
it,’ and by ‘best’ I mean most expressive, most beautiful, most 
enjoyable...My contention—and not only mine, but that of once hundreds 
and now of thousands of people the world over—is that music can only be 
made accurately, truly, fully, on the instruments and by the techniques for 
which it was composed. And techniques and instruments cannot be 
separated...” 

“Let me try an analogy,” Porter continued. “Imagine that fifty years ago 
there were no paintings by the Old Masters to be seen—no Leonardos, no 
Rembrandts, no Raphaels in our museums and art galleries, but only 
reproductions of them executed in water colors, poster paints, or even 
acrylics. All would not have been lost; you would still have been able to 
appreciate form and composition; and if the copies were faithful, there 
would still be much beauty to admire. Well, that’s how it was in the world 
of music once. But now, thanks to the loving revival of old instruments and 
the loving revival of old techniques, we are brought face to face, ear to ear 
with the originals once again.” 

“One important thing must be said,” Porter concluded. “This movement 
does not represent a retreat into an ivory tower, a turning of one’s back on 
modern life and all that it has to offer. Rather, it represents a living of 
modern life in the fullest and richest possible way, by experiencing the 
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great heritage of our past as something fresh and alive within us, so that it 
tunes and tempers our perceptions of the way we look at, listen to, and 
think about the present.” 

 

In an excellent recent essay in A Performer’s Guide to Baroque Music, 
(ABRSM), Christopher Hogwood reviewed changing attitudes over the last 
thirty years:  
  "It is important for 'early' musicians to remember that we can never be the 
past; the significance of what we do depends on the fact that performing is 
present-tense - although much of our repertoire carries its past with it like 
DNA. to be ferreted out and acknowledged. Thirty years ago the buzz 
words of people doing this ferreting were 'authentic', 'original instruments', 
'as-Bach-would-have-heard-it', and so on. Then Andrew Porter devised 
HIP ('Historically Informed Performance') as a more useful terminology 
that opened such pursuits to all musicians with a sympathetic mind-set, not 
simply the 'antiquarians' (of whom I was one!). Some people, 
misunderstanding the problem, asked why we did not dress in original 
costumes; one famous conductor even insinuated that we must prefer 
seventeenth-century plumbing and sanitation. But HIP is not a charade, it 
is always a modern event that calls for your curiosity and constant 
questioning."  

Hogwood urges that this curiosity means that we ask about early rehearsal 
methods, or query the layout of a Baroque orchestra or the etiquette for 
accommodating extempore cadenzas in an aria. He warns that we may 
have to 'consult history direct', to discover how musicians rehearsed 
without bar numbers and pencils and bowing marks, and to find out when 
was the first time a conductor interposed himself between soloist and 
orchestra in a concerto. He suggests that we look at paintings of keyboard 
instruments being played with their lids closed, or three musicians sharing 
a part, or horn players holding their instruments vertically. "They were not 
painted by Martians, they are eyewitness accounts," he says.  

My own view as writer of this essay is that when all is said and done we 
cannot know the impact of period performances on the listener. What we 
today hear as a rather weak sound from a period instrument they may quite 
possibly have perceived as a gloriously rich and full sound from a state of 
the art fortepiano, for example. The old fashioned sound of the brilliant 
Melvyn Tan on fortepiano for the sound track of BBC’s Pride and 
Prejudice by Jane Austen, written 1812, that sounds so old to us would 
have sounded exciting and new to Jane Austen. We have moved on. 
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Variety of opinion (Quoted from Wikipaedia) 

Opinions on the historically informed performance movement vary widely, 
from very strong support to very strong opposition. 

To the extent that it derives its authority from the "composer's original 
intentions," the historically informed performance debate has been 
disputed on several grounds: (1) It is impossible to know for sure what a 
composer intended; (2) It is erroneous to believe that a composer always 
had specific intentions about the things over which the authenticity debate 
is usually waged (e.g. tempo markings, instrumentation, or interpretive 
decisions); (3) Even when we have reasonable evidence that a composer 
had a specific intention about an aspect of a piece, it has often been the 
case that this intention is different from (and in some cases directly 
contradictory to) the practice that authenticists claim to be "authentic"; (4) 
Even if it were possible to know a composer's intention, it is not self-
evident that adherence to that intention is, in itself, a virtue. 

A generally skeptical but moderated position has been taken by Charles 
Rosen, a distinguished traditional classical musician and author on music. 
One criticism Rosen has made is that the spread of the historically 
informed performance movement has depended very heavily on the 
recording industry. This results from two factors. First, the lower volume 
of authentic performance instruments means they tend to be ineffective in 
large modern concert halls, so that live performance is difficult to sustain 
financially. Second, the unstable intonation and lesser reliability of early 
instruments means that a high-quality performance is most easily obtained 
in the recording studio, where multiple takes can be spliced together to iron 
out mistakes, and it is possible to interrupt the music frequently to retune 
the instruments. A musical culture based predominantly on recordings is 
arguably an impoverished one, given that most listeners respond more 
intensely to a live performance than to a recording.[citation needed] 

According to Daniel Barenboim, "the study of old instruments and historic 
performance practice has taught us a great deal, but the main point, the 
impact of harmony, has been ignored."[citation needed] 
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American musicologist and Renaissance choral music conductor Richard 
Taruskin also discusses flaws in the case for historically informed 
performance in his 1995 collection of articles, Text and Act. 

Also, some listeners who have absolute pitch are disturbed by the fact that 
historically informed performances often use a lower pitch than traditional 
performances (415 Hz vs 440 Hz). And some players and ensembles adopt 
yet another pitch, for example 390 Hz for early baroque music or 430 Hz 
to play Mozart's or Beethoven's music, which makes the whole situation 
even more confusing for those people. 

Appendix 4: Style Galant. 
 
   Wikepedia has this to say:  
 
“In music, Galant was a term referring to a style, principally occurring in 
the third quarter of the 18th century, which featured a return to classical 
simplicity after the complexity of the late Baroque era. This meant (in 
some implementations) simpler music, with less ornamentation, decreased 
use of polyphony (with increased importance on the melody ), musical 
phrases of regular length, a reduced harmonic vocabulary (principally 
emphasizing tonic and dominant), and a less important bass line. It was, in 
many ways, a reaction against the showy Baroque style. Probably the most 
famous composer in the Galant style was Johann Stamitz.”  
 
And again: 
 
“A new style of classical music, fashionable from the 1720s to the 1770s, 
was called Galante music. It consciously simplified contrapuntal texture 
and intense composing techniques that realized a pattern on the page and 
substituted a clear leading voice with a transparent accompaniment. 
Progressive musicians of Bach's own generation were seeking a fresh, 
immediate emotional appeal…. This simplified style was melody-driven, 
not constructed, as so much classical music was to be, on rhythmic or 
melodic motifs. It is indicative that Haydn, even in his old age, is reported 
to have said, 'If you want to know whether a melody is really beautiful, 
sing it without accompaniment.'" (Blume 1970 p. 19) 
 
 
Appendix 5: Bouin and Dupuits 
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Simple time bars.( Des Mesures simples. ) 

   Bars marked 2, 2/2 or Alla Breve are beat in 2 time more or less 
quickly, according to the character of the tune,  requiring a semi-breve for 
each bar or that value ; the quavers are inégales , that is to say that the 
first is long, the second short, the third long, the fourth short, thus with 
(all) the other quavers. 
   In this time signature one gives 2 turns of the wheel for one semi-
breve . . .one turn for a minim . . . ¾’s of a turn for a dotted crotchet . . . a 
½ turn for a crotchet or 2 quavers . . . a ¼ turn for a quaver or for 2 semi-
quavers ( why not 1/8th for each?); thus each bar is composed of 2 turns 
of the wheel or their equivalent value. 
   The handle must always be found on the downstroke for the beginning 
of each bar. Fig 61, first Book, pages 4,5,6,11,18,22,23 : Second Book, 
pages 12,14,18,19,21. The ‘B’ which is found at the beginning of each 
bar signifies that the handle must be found on the down-stroke.  
( La mesure marquée par un 2 ou C barre, se bat à deux temps plus ou 
moins vite, selon le caractère des airs, il faut une ronde pour chaque 
mesure ou sa valeur ; les croche sont inégales, c’est-à-dire, que la 
première est longue, la deuxième brève, la troiseme longue, la quatrième 
brève, ainsi des autres croches.  
Dans cette mesure on donne deux tours de la roue pour une ronds . . .une 
tour pour une blanche . . .trois quarts de tour pour une noire pointée . . .un 
demi tour pour une noir ou deux croches . . . un quart de tour pour une 
croche ou deux doubles croches ; ainsi chaque mesure est composée de 
deux tour de la roue ou de leur valeur.  
La manivelle doit toujours se trouver en baissant au commencement de 
chaque mesure. Fig. 61 , premier Livre, pages 4,5,6,11,18,22,23 : 
Deuxième Livre, pages 12,14,18,19,21. Le ‘B’ qui se trouve au 
commencement de chaque mesure, signifie que la manivelle doit se 
trouver en baissant.) 

1. Bouin, page 17, "For the coups de poignet for each bar type in 
particular see the article 'Bars' on page 6."  Pour les coups de 
poignet de chaque mesure en particulier. Voyez l’article Mesures, 
Page 6. Example from page 6:  

2. I would therefore argue that it is implicit in Bouin's mind that 
fractions of 'turns of the wheel' equals coup de poignet. 
Subsequently, I don't think he ever breaks up the 'turn of the wheel' 
into smaller fractions than 1/4's, why not?  If 'turn of the wheel' 
was separate from the necessity for coup de poignet then it could 
be divided up into 32's and would make no difference. 
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3. I agree that we can deduce some latitude from the next sentence of 
page 17. "The various coup de poignet that one can perform in a 
piece often depends on the character of the piece and the good taste 
of the player. In gay and fast tunes it is ordinarily necessary to 
mark the turns of the wheel with the wrist.  One can also 
sometimes (choose) not to mark (the rhythm) it depends on the 
character of the piece and the good taste of the player.  “Pour les 
coups de poignet de chaque mesure en particulier. Voyez l’article 
Mesures, Page 6   Les divers coup de poignet que l’on peut donner 
dans une Pièce, dépendent souvent du caractère de la Pièce, & du 
goût de l’Exécuteur.   Dans les airs gais & vifs, il faut 
ordinairement marquer les tours de la roue avec le poignet. On peut 
aussi quelquefois ne les pas marquer, cela dépend  du caractère   de 
la Pièce, & du goût du Joueur.” 

4. I would argue that the rest of the paragraph, particularly where he 
is explaining slurs as exceptions to the norm, implies an 
expectation that all notes be marked. 

5. I believe that the words: coup de poignet always meant trompette 
to Bouin. Again, reference Fig.125, "It hasn't to give two coup de 
poignet for one single note... it would produce the effect of two 
crotchets" 

6. Dupuits Chapter VII.       "For musettes there is no particular 
coup de poignet laid down, one turns the wheel smoothly, now a little 
louder, now more softly, following the developing character of the piece. 
One gives from time to time some coup de poignets,  namely fourths or 
thirds in order to give the tune more expression, especially where the 
piece is in the form of a rondeau. (Pour les musettes il n’y a point de coup 
de poignet déterminé, on tourne la roue également tantôt un peu plus fort, 
tantôt plus doux suivant que le caractère de la pièce l’exige. On donne de 
tems en tems quelques  coups de poignet, soit quarts, ou tiers pour rendre 
le chant plus sensible, surtout lorsque la pièce est en rondeau.) 
For Tambourins it is a coup de poignet ‘de fantaisie’, learn, to articulate 
one turn at the beginning of each bar and to continue similarly until the 
end; or, a half turn for each half bar and continuing; or, 4 fourths equally 
in each bar; or, a half and two fourths; or, to mark it as an other tune 
(every note?) : there is no particular rule which condemns the one or the 
other of these approaches. It suffices simply to imitate the beater of the 
Tambourin, and following as the tune asks to go fast (and continuing as 
determined by the tune), one uses a coup de poignet which seems to the 
player the cleanest (most appropriate). Seems here that coup de fantasie 
means something more akin to what I would call ostinato trompetting, i.e. 
picking a rhythm and sticking to it. 
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(Pour les Tambourins c’est un coup de poignet de fantaisie, scavoir, de 
marquer un tour au commencement de chaque mesure, et d’aller de même 
jusqu’à la fin, ou un demi tour à chaque demi mesure et continuer : ou 
quatre quarts égaux dans chaque mesure, ou un demi et deux quarts, ou le 
marquer comme un autre air : Il n’y a point de règle qui  condamne l’une 
ou l’autre de ces manières. Il suffit simplement d’imiter la baguette du 
Tambourin, et suivant que l’air demande  d’aller vite, on adopte un coup 
de poignet qui paroît  lui être le plus propre.) 
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